
The Artist Advisory

The Artist Academy

How To Write About Your Work



 • For your website
 • Your Artist Statement
 • Applications for Residencies and Grants
 • Responding to Inquiries from Collectors 
 • Written interviews with Journalists/The Media

So, let̓s see how to pivot your writing for each of these important categories. 
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P.S. - One helpful app to use is Grammarly. It will correct your Grammar! 

How To Write
About Your Work



WEBSITE



Artist Statements should really be reserved for curators and gallerists and 
anyone who will request one. If a member of the press/the media requests 

one - you can send it. Although some people spend entire semesters in graduate 
school learning how to write an artist statement - there are three main

ingredients to writing an effective one; your intention, a story oranecdote, and 
relevance to the world at large. So, let̓s workshop some ideas:

YOUR ARTIST STATEMENT



Although some residencies and grants ask for a separate artist statement, 
they often want a statement about the work you plan on making at the
residency or what you plan to use the money for. So, the most important
thing you can do is have a clear and powerful first sentence. This sentence 
should encompass why you are applying to the particular residency or grant 
(and not just any other residency or grant), and what you plan to do at the 
rresidency/with the money, and WHY it is relevant to the world at large. 

That last one is a big challenge but if you can get it in there - you̓re golden! 

APPLICATIONS FOR RESIDENCIES AND GRANTS



• Thank you so much for your interest - it̓s $XXXX. 

• (Compliment the collector if you know something about them.) 

• How would you prefer to pay and where should I send the invoice?

INQUIRIES FROM COLLECTORS 



• a payment plan (do not ship the work until you are paid in full)

• pay for shipping (if you are shipping to the same state)

• extend a discount of 10%, 20%, or 30% - and always find a reason 

   to extend the discount.

INQUIRIES FROM COLLECTORS 



 • Avoid using “I” too much (you want to make it relevant to the bigger
     picture, not just about you!)
 • Keep repeating your intention and whatever it is you are selling to
     them (They may edit out this info if you only mention it once).
 • Here is where you can mention another contemporary artist who is a 
    “big deal” that inspired you. (Forever intertwined with them in a 
     Google sea     Google search result!)

JOURNALISTS AND THE MEDIA



 Now that you are a fluent writer - go ahead and audit the text 
on your website. Then, start working on your Artist Statement.
Apply to some opportunities - and before you know it,
you̓ll be speaking to collectors and the press! 
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WRITE ON!
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